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South Africa - Weather
A good mix of rain and sunshine will evolve for summer crop areas in eastern and central South
Africa through the end of next week. Rainfall will be enough to gradually bolster soil moisture and
support more aggressive establishment and growth. Producers will also have opportunities to plant
between rain events. This year’s crop will be large as producers take advantage of above normal
rainfall resulting from La Nina.
Western Cape and Northern Cape will see generally favorable weather for winter wheat maturation
and harvesting through the end of next week. Southwestern Western Cape will occasionally receive
enough rain to slow the harvest, though no significant delays are expected. Other production areas
in Western Cape and Northern Cape will not receive enough rain to keep producers out of the fields.
In the meantime, the frequent bouts of rain in Free State and North West will often slow or delay
winter wheat maturation and harvesting. Minor quality reductions will be possible in the wettest
areas of Free State.
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see two rounds of precipitation Sunday into next week with dry
conditions most common during the remainder of the next two weeks allowing harvesting to soon
be completed in most areas.
U.S.
DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta will continue to see dry weather most often and good harvest
progress overall through the next two weeks while the southeastern states will see a period of wet
weather Tuesday through Nov. 14 with confidence low for late next week as that is when Tropical
Depression Eta should impact the region.
o A wide variety of forecasts are still being made by the various computer forecast models for the
track of Tropical Depression Eta after it moves across Cuba and little confidence can be placed on
the details of the storm’s track.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Much of Brazil and Paraguay will see little to no rain and good planting progress through
Sunday with some showers and thunderstorms continuing in parts of northeastern Brazil while some
crops from southern Paraguay to Parana to Sao Paulo and into parts of southern Minas Gerais and
southern Goias see rising levels of stress due to a lack of moisture. As long as rain falls as advertised
most areas will receive enough to at least temporarily improve conditions for crops with a few
exceptions in the south where rain is light.
ARGENTINA: Continued drying will occur through late next week in much of Argentina and good
planting progress should be made while some crops in the drier western and northern areas see
increasing levels of crop stress.
• Some showers will occur Sunday through Thursday in west-central and southwestern areas where
many areas should receive enough rain to buy crops more time before serious stress evolves with
few areas seeing enough rain to induce a lasting increase in soil moisture.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Scattered showers will become confined to the Iberian Peninsula into western France and the U.K. into the North Sea as well as southern Norway and surrounding areas of Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark
and southwestern Sweden during the next week to ten days while mostly dry weather occurs elsewhere. Rain will be confined to the Iberian Peninsula through Friday and expand into portions of western France and
the U.K. this weekend through early next week. The greatest rain in the U.K. and surrounding northwestern France will occur Monday into Wednesday.
AUSTRALIA: A good mix of rain and sun will allow for increased planting and harvest during the drier days while rain will help support planting and crop establishment in eastern Australia. Rain that occurs in northern
New South Wales and Queensland will be light and erratic and greater rainfall will be needed to replenish soil moisture for emergence and establishment of summer crops.
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